
Emil Björsell <ebjorsell@digifonica.com>

Software release 10:30 am PST - 11:00am PST for August 25th, 2005. 
1 message

Samantha Edwards <sedwards@digifonica.com> Wed, Aug 24, 2005 at 4:02 PM
Reply-To: sedwards@digifonica.com
To: everyone@digifonica.com

Digifonica Team, 

A software release is planned for 10:30 am PST - 11:00am PST on 
Thursday, August 25th, 2005. 

Demonstrations should be avoided during this time. 

Changes to RBRs, Dispatcher, DFAPI and Salma have been made.  These 
releases will be transparent to end users. 

Release notes for  DFAPI 693, Dispatcher 157, RBR 694 and Salma 683 are 
included in this transmission. 

Should you have any questions, please contact sedwards@digifonica.com 

With Best Regards, 

Samantha Edwards 

====================================== 
Dispatcher 157 
====================================== 

RELEASE NOTES 
====================================== 

22/08/05 

1. Whats New 
2. Resolved Issues 
3. Known Issues 
4. Requirements 
5. Documentation 
6. Upgrade Notes 

====================================== 

1. Whats New 

        - Account STOP type added for 3rd party accounting requests. 

2. Resolved Issues 

        - Correctly identify accounting request for 3rd party invites. 
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3. Known Issues 

        - Dispatcher needs to provide route taken in stop request. 

4. Requirements 

        - none at this time 

5. Documentation 

        - dispatcher/README 

6. Upgrade Notes 

        - No special instructions. 

Subversion Logs 
====================================== 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r157 | dterry | 2005-08-18 15:31:48 -0700 (Thu, 18 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Added new request type: THIRD_PARTY_STOP. 

====================================== 
DFAPI 693 
====================================== 

RELEASE NOTES 
====================================== 

23/08/05 

1. Whats New 
2. Resolved Issues 
3. Known Issues 
4. Requirements 
5. Documentation 
6. Upgrade Notes 

====================================== 

1. Whats New 

        - new Makefile 
        - index file is now Empty. changes to config file to allow for the change and point soap to the correct
new file. 
        - added wsdl file 
        - Changed WSDL main class structure to match .NET needs for CDRs and Blocked numbers 

2. Resolved Issues 

        - Error in domain assignment fixed. 

3. Known Issues 
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        - 

4. Requirements 

        - 

5. Documentation 

        - see Fuad

6. Upgrade Notes 

        - upgrade as normal 

Subversion Logs 
====================================== 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r598 | farafa | 2005-08-11 00:03:32 -0700 (Thu, 11 Aug 2005) | 1 line 

"testing" 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r581 | farafa | 2005-08-10 12:01:37 -0700 (Wed, 10 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

As requested by Emil. index file is now Empty. changes to config file to allow for the change and point soap
to the correct new file. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r580 | dterry | 2005-08-10 10:12:13 -0700 (Wed, 10 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Added wsdl file. Removed README.txt 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r579 | dterry | 2005-08-10 09:46:22 -0700 (Wed, 10 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Makefile for dfapi 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r578 | farafa | 2005-08-10 09:18:05 -0700 (Wed, 10 Aug 2005) | 5 lines 

updated default config to read path from the HOST_NAME. This is only to get to files properly ... 
-This line, and those below, will be ignored-- 

M    src/dfapi_config.dist.php 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r577 | farafa | 2005-08-10 07:32:58 -0700 (Wed, 10 Aug 2005) | 1 line 

Changed WSDL main class structure to match .NET needs for CDRs and Blocked numbers. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r576 | farafa | 2005-08-09 22:22:15 -0700 (Tue, 09 Aug 2005) | 1 line 

"Error in domain assignment fixed." 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r575 | farafa | 2005-08-09 22:05:11 -0700 (Tue, 09 Aug 2005) | 1 line 

Initial import/check in of DIGIFONICA API ( Code named DFAPI or dfapi) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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====================================== 
RBR 694 
====================================== 

RELEASE NOTES 
====================================== 

22/08/05 

1. Whats New 
2. Resolved Issues 
3. Known Issues 
4. Requirements 
5. Documentation 
6. Upgrade Notes 

====================================== 

1. Whats New 

        - SQL Changes ( refer to Salma 683 notes ) 
        - Arbitrage 
        - integration of supernodes - facilitating server communication 

2. Resolved Issues 

        - Fixed bug regarding national significant number 

3. Known Issues 

        - No major issues at this time 

4. Requirements 

        - Needs a new domain 

5. Documentation 

        - see Fuad

6. Upgrade Notes 

        - Upgrade as normal 

Subversion Logs 
====================================== 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r694 | farafa | 2005-08-23 12:14:26 -0700 (Tue, 23 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Fixed Caller ID error. Forced caller ID was being returned in all cases. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r676 | farafa | 2005-08-22 00:12:42 -0700 (Mon, 22 Aug 2005) | 3 lines 
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"Added the 30/6 logic. 
30 seconds minimum call lenght 6 seconds increment. 
this rule is dynamic and can be modified in the masterlist." 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r673 | farafa | 2005-08-19 16:04:26 -0700 (Fri, 19 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Error fixed. Full matching per ml_id and not per dialing code. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r671 | farafa | 2005-08-19 13:50:14 -0700 (Fri, 19 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Added logic to ignore Incoming calls from Arbitrage Gateway. call types 4,7 (Network and Cross domain
calls) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r668 | farafa | 2005-08-19 13:21:07 -0700 (Fri, 19 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Added Caller is display for call details. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r667 | farafa | 2005-08-19 13:13:34 -0700 (Fri, 19 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Added missing Caller ID. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
r666 | farafa | 2005-08-19 13:11:06 -0700 (Fri, 19 Aug 2005) | 2 lines 

Added Caller ID logic for Arbitrage. 

====================================== 
SALMA 683 
====================================== 

RELEASE NOTES 
====================================== 

22/08/05 

1. Whats New 
2. Resolved Issues 
3. Known Issues 
4. Requirements 
5. Documentation 
6. Upgrade Notes 

====================================== 

1. Whats New 

        - Third party Authorization has changed 
        - Arbitrage 
                - Only some users can be arbitraged 
        - SQL changes 
                - Added SQL for ml_id for RBR 

2. Resolved Issues 

        - 93  - Long Distance calls were not shown on the invoice 
        - 96  - Move terms of use agreement from Salma to javascript/beanstream syndication 
        - 130 - Add Ml_id to subscriber transactions table to rating can be matched with route 
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